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Mignonnes - Cuties

� What moved me to talk about this topic, is 
NETFLIX visual solution of the French film 
MIGNONNES for US market

� On the left is original picture

� On the right is Netflix’s add

� The film is about 11 years old girls who dance

� The visual solution was made to increase 
rating

� After public protests, Netflix apologizes and 
returns to original





Healthy dance vs hypersexualized 
dance
� Healthy dance is where child 

explores WHAT his/her body can 
do, in a way that is fun and free, 
and it is all about art.

� Healthy dance helps people to 
express themselves.

� It is for the benefit of the kid.

 



Healthy dance vs hypersexualized 
dance
� In many dance studios around the globe, there has been an increase in 

sexualized, objectified movement for children under 12. 
� In sexualized dance children have no idea about what they are doing. 

They are just doing what they were told to do. They are not expressing their 
own feelings.

� These studios/teachers often unknowingly model their movement choices 
on what they see in the media culture. I’ll label this cultural shift the 
difference between healthy, age-appropriate dance versus unhealthy, 
age-inappropriate dance.



Healthy dance vs hypersexualized 
dance
� HARMFUL DANCE = 

Hypersexualized Dance
Children look like adults in adult 
costumes, choreography and music

               
� HEALTHY DANCE = Educational 

Dance
Children look like children dressed in 
age-appropriate costumes, 
choreography and music



Healthy dance vs hypersexualized 
dance

� Harmful dance objectives the person 
who is dancing, and creates a 
sexualized image of a child.

� It is for the benefit of adult, who does 
not have best interests of those kids 
in mind.

�  It looks like a prep school for soft 
porn dance videos.

� It is just preparing children, grooming 
them, to be more acceptable to 
future sexual abuse.



The media invasion

� Over the course of the last decade, the unfiltered influence of media on 
the internet has normalized harmful rather than healthy dance outcomes 
for young children - particularly little girls.  

� In many dance settings, girls are becoming increasingly sexualized in adult 
costumes, choreography and music at younger and younger ages.

� We are immersed in a media culture that blurs the line between childhood 
and adulthood. 



What is sexual abuse?

� Sexual abuse, also referred to 
as molestation, is abusive sexual 
behaviour by one person upon 
another. It is often perpetrated using 
force or by taking advantage of 
another.

� When it comes to children and 
teens, sexual abuse can be 
inappropriate content – such as sexy 
costumes, suggestive dance, 
inappropriate lyrics of the song they 
are dancing to.

� In dance, hyper sexualization of 
children and teens is growing 
rapidly.



Definition of Sexualization from the APA

� The American Psychological 
Association says sexualization is 
different than healthy sexuality. 

� A child is sexualized when:
• Is valued only for their sexual appeal or 

behavior rather than other characteristics
• Her/his physical attractiveness is equated 

with being sexy
• Is treated as a sexual object — that is, made 

into a thing for others’ sexual use, rather than 
seen as a person with the capacity for 
independent action and decision making

• Sexuality is inappropriately imposed on child



Examples

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ir8BO4-7DkM  (7 years)

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82WwqXyyWXg&list=PLjGkGwynLpkB5
VjOmM_ZeLQ4wmL4Xb-uw (10 years)

� https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJNB_Z6S7Yc&feature=emb_logo  (12 
years)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ir8BO4-7DkM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82WwqXyyWXg&list=PLjGkGwynLpkB5VjOmM_ZeLQ4wmL4Xb-uw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82WwqXyyWXg&list=PLjGkGwynLpkB5VjOmM_ZeLQ4wmL4Xb-uw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YJNB_Z6S7Yc&feature=emb_logo


Why is it dangerous?

� In time when SEX is just a means to get more likes, or higher ratings 
on social media, sexualization of children makes them vulnerable.

� They are in danger of becoming an easy pray for sexual predators.

� They start to look at themselves as sexual objects.

� Thinking sexualisation IS the right way to be popular.

� Making deviant behaviour normal.



What is NOT OK?





The key protective factors

� When we talk about children, the key protective factors are – PARENTS!

� But problem is, that when it comes to dance, parents do not know what is 
going on.

� So, that burden is on us – DANCE EDUCATORS.



Sexualization in movement

� Before I go further, I want to clarify what I mean by 
sexualisation/objectification. The APA (American Psychological Association) 
report says that there are several components to unhealthy sexuality, and 
these components set it apart from healthy sexuality. 

� When their criteria is applied to dance studio choreography, it’s important 
to identify negative movement patterns such as:

 booty pops, lip-licking, finger licking/sucking, breast or groin stroking, patting 
or pointing towards breast or genitalia, crotch-grabbing, obscene gestures, 
suggestive grinding, and seductive props and looks. And the sexual menu 
continues to increase.



Sexualization & objectification in 
movement



� This is not the art form of dance.

�  It does not promote artistry or creativity. 

� It is hyper-sexualization, and it is hurting the perception of dance when a 
wide-ranging cultural audience watch it in media, model after it, and move 
in it. More importantly, it normalizes unhealthy sexuality.

� It brings our children in danger!

Sexualization & objectification in 
movement



Where do girls receive sexualization 
messages from?

� Media
Including television, music videos, music lyrics, movies, magazines, sports 
media, video games, the Internet and advertising

� Personal Relationships
Such as with parents, teachers, and peers

� Girls Themselves
When purchasing products and clothes designed to make them look 
physically appealing and sexy, and if they style their identities after the sexy 
celebrities who populate their cultural landscape, they are sexualizing 
themselves.



� “Today, pornography is hidden in plain 
sight, the elephant in the room that 
nobody wants to talk about but 
everyone has a hard time navigating 
around. The new normal.”



The role of dance educators

� When a child comes to our studio, he/she trusts in us.
� Every choice we make – how we dress, to what song we dance, how we dance, 

is making an impact at our students.
� They put their future in our hands.

� Usually, there are RULES AND REGULATIONS on every competition, which include 
dance costumes, dance songs, and moves. And usually, they forbid 
hyper–sexualisation.

� But more and more we see that in dance competitions, rules are not followed.
� The dance routine which is sexier, instead of being disqualified, wins.



�Making sexualized 
choreographies for underage 
children IS NOT RIGHT!

�They should be dancing like 
children, not like sexually 
active women!



Signs of sexual abuse



Signs of sexual abuse



What are the warning signs?



What are the warning signs?



Physiological and psychological 
implications of trauma



What can we do?



What can we do?



Report



Our objectives

� 1. To protect children from 
hypersexualization in adult 
costumes, choreography and 
music, and protect the art of 
dance

� 2. To educate parents about 
difference between healthy and 
harmful dance

� 3. To create healthy dance 
environment 



Thank you for the attention.

Vesna Banovčanin
vbanovcanin@yahoo.com


